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Letters to My Friend Mar 26 2022 This book of 12 prompted letters
invites the writer to celebrate a cherished friendship, capturing
favorite memories and sharing how much that special bond means.
Filled out and sealed with the enclosed stickers, the booklet becomes a
unique gift for friends of any age.
My First Letters Book Sep 27 2019 Read and learn your ABC's in this
alphabet book for you and me with adorable pictures all the way to Z!
A Letter to My Mom Jun 24 2019 Including letters from Melissa
Rivers, Shania Twain, will.i.am, Christy Turlington, and Kristin
Chenoweth Just in time for Mother's Day, the next book in the A Letter
to My series (after A Letter to My Dog and A Letter to My Cat) takes
on mothers, with celebrities and civilians writing letters of gratitude
and admiration to the women who raised them, alongside gorgeous,
intimate photos.
Letters For My Brothers: 4th Ed. Sep 07 2020 In today's fast paced
world, the internet can provide quick answers to personal questions.
But when an individual raised by society to live, breathe and look at
the world with female eyes transitions to male, some of the most
enlightening, helpful and profound advice can only come in retrospect.
Letter to my Brothers, features essays from respected transmen
mentors who share the wisdom they wish they would have known at
the beginning of their journey into manhood.
Letters to My Ex Oct 21 2021 Cici. B's debut novel, Letters To My Ex,
is a collection of letters written to a past love over a three year period
of time that was never sent to him---but they are far from your typical
love letters. If you are looking for a politically correct story, one with
words that float on sugar-coated clouds as the sun sets, this story isn't
for you. Heartbroken and confused, Cici. B pours her unfiltered
emotions onto the pages. This isn't a "light read" or a "how to guide."
It is raw, vulnerable and vivid. These letters tell the story of a woman
who gave her all to a man, was broken, her journey of discovery, and
self-healing. This novel is for all of the women who have given their
everything to the wrong man, because sometimes, just knowing that
someone has experienced and survived the same pain as you, can
make all the difference in the world.
Letters to My Grandparent Feb 22 2022 Featuring 12 guided
writing and drawing prompts, this keepsake book of letters in the
classic Letters to My. . . format offers grandchildren a unique way of

staying connected with their grandparents. When filled with
memories, postdated, and sealed with love, these letters will become a
special paper time capsule that grandparents will treasure forever.
Letters to My Dad Nov 02 2022 This book of twelve letters (ten
prompted, two blank) makes it easy for children of many ages—from
tween to adult—to show Dad how much they care. Once filled out,
sealed, and postdated, the letters become handwritten time capsules
to give to Dad for Father's Day, holidays, or milestone birthdays. When
he breaks open the seals in the future, he will find a priceless
keepsake.
Letters to My Mom May 28 2022 Mom will truly treasure this
keepsake forever. The twelve fold-and-mail-style envelopes (ten
prompted, two blank) invite sons and daughters to capture memories
and express gratitude for Mom, seal up the envelopes with the
included stickers, and postdate the letters. When Mom breaks the
seals in the future, she'll receive an invaluable gift: a tangible
reflection of her child's love.
Letters to My Aunt Nov 29 2019 AN ALZHEIMER'S CHRONICLE:
LETTERS TO MY AUNT describes the relationship of a
daughter/caregiver & her mother, a victim of Alzheimer's Disease. It
begins with their struggle for diagnosis & uses anecdotes, description
& conversation to lead readers through the frightening & sometimes
humorous progression of Alzheimer's. The experiences are captured in
letters written to the sister of the victim. The sisters worked together
daily for nearly 20 years in Florida. When the older showed signs of
Dementia, she moved to Arizona to be near her daughter &
grandchildren. The daughter wrote weekly letters to her aunt
describing her mother's physical & mental deterioration as well as
changes in the mother/daughter relationship. Difficult decisions like
home care, assisted living or nursing home placement & financial
planning -- were shared by daughter & aunt. As Alzheimer's took its
toll, the mother thought the daughter was her sister. What started as
two sisters being torn apart geographically by Alzheimer's Disease led
to a mother & daughter finding a love they never had, & daughter &
aunt becoming close friends. To order: Desert State Publishing, 9702
E. Michigan, Sun Lakes, AZ 85248. 602-895-2332; Retail price: $14.00
+ $2.00 shipping.
So Much I Want to Tell You Dec 31 2019 From Internet sensation
Anna Akana comes a candid and poignant collection of essays about
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love, loss, and chasing adulthood. In 2007, Anna Akana lost her teen
sister, Kristina, to suicide. In the months that followed, she realized
that the one thing helping her process her grief and begin to heal was
comedy. So she began making YouTube videos as a form of creative
expression and as a way to connect with others. Ten years later, Anna
has more than a million subscribers who watch her smart, honest
vlogs on her YouTube channel. Her most popular videos, including
“How to Put On Your Face” and “Why Girls Should Ask Guys Out,” are
comical and provocative, but they all share a deeper message: Your
worth is determined by you and you alone. You must learn to love
yourself. In So Much I Want to Tell You, Anna opens up about her own
struggles with poor self-esteem and reveals both the highs and lows of
coming-of-age. She offers fresh, funny, hard-won advice for young
women on everything from self-care to money to sex, and she is
refreshingly straightforward about the realities of dating, female
friendship, and the hustle required to make your dreams come true.
This is Anna’s story, but, as she says, it belongs just as much to
Kristina and to every other girl who must learn that growing up can be
hard to do. Witty and real, Anna breaks things down in a way only a
big sister can. Praise for So Much I Want to Tell You “This book is
filled with the kind of honesty, vulnerability, and determination that
makes Anna such a captivating person. One warning: You’ll want to
hug her a lot while reading this.”—Natalie Tran, actress and comedian
“As a woman working in entertainment, Anna Akana is accustomed to
feeling vulnerable. Which means that she’s used to being brave. This
book is a tribute to the duality of bravery and fear as told through
Anna’s experiences to date.”—Hannah Hart, New York Times
bestselling author of Buffering: Unshared Tales of a Life Fully Loaded
“Frank advice on how to live a productive, happy life . . . written in
tribute to a ‘fearless, talented, and bold’ sister.”—Kirkus Reviews
Letters To My Weird Sisters Sep 19 2021 'Limburg describes movingly
her own struggles as a new mother and the pressure of society's
expectations...Through such delicately intertwined experiences,
Limburg quietly shouts for change.' Times Literary Supplement It
seemed to me that many of the moments when my autism had caused
problems, or at least marked me out as different, were those moments
when I had come up against some unspoken law about how a girl or a
woman should be, and failed to meet it. An autism diagnosis in midlife
enabled Joanne Limburg to finally make sense of why her emotional
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expression, social discomfort and presentation had always marked her
as an outsider. Eager to discover other women who had been
misunderstood in their time, she writes a series of wide-ranging letters
to four 'weird sisters' from history, addressing topics including autistic
parenting, social isolation, feminism, the movement for disability
rights and the appalling punishments that have been meted out over
centuries to those deemed to fall short of the norm. This heartfelt,
deeply compassionate and wholly original work humanises women who
have so often been dismissed for their differences, and will be
celebrated by 'weird sisters' everywhere.
Letters to my Daughter Jun 04 2020 A fascinating insight into the
political and private life of Australia's longest-serving prime minister.
As Australia's longest-serving Prime Minister and the founder of the
Liberal Party, Sir Robert Menzies is a towering figure in our political
and cultural history. Letters to My Daughter is a collection of letters
written by Menzies to his only daughter, Heather, throughout the
fifties, sixties and seventies, when she was living overseas with her
diplomat husband. They are full of warmth, love, humour and insights
both political and personal and they allow us to see a completely
different side of a man most Australians think of as a rather stern and
forbidding authoritarian figure. The letters are so beautifully written
they make you realise what a lost art letter writing is, and they are
introduced by Heather herself, who explains the insider references
and humorous asides. The collection also includes fascinating
correspondence between Menzies and leaders of the day, including
President John F. Kennedy and Gough Whitlam. Even the most rustedon Labor voter will come away with a different view of Menzies and his
legacy after reading this book.
Letter To My Younger Self Apr 14 2021 A Sunday Times Book of the
Year All royalties from sales of this book go to The Big Issue If you
could write a letter to your younger self, what would it say? Over 10
years ago, The Big Issue began to ask some of the best-known, most
interesting and most successful figures in entertainment, politics,
food, sport and business to give advice, offer hope and share a few
jokes with their younger selves. They opened up, in ways they never
had, to interviewer Jane Graham, reflecting on their lives and
themselves with affection, sympathy and sometimes disbelief. This
collection of 100 of the most incredible letters includes Paul
McCartney on how he found inspiration, Olivia Colman on overcoming
confidence problems, Mo Farah on the importance of losing, Arianna
Huffington on knowing your motivations, Jamie Oliver on trusting your
instinct and many, many more, including Rod Stewart, Margaret
Atwood, Buzz Aldrin, David Cameron, Eddie Izzard, Desmond Tutu,
Neil Gaiman, Ruby Wax, Ranulph Fiennes, Tracey Emin, Ian McEwan,
Michael Palin, Melanie C, Tim Peake, Dionne Warwick and Ewan
McGregor. Letter to My Younger Self is a revelatory and profound
exploration into the wit and wisdom that age brings, and of the unique
insights that looking back can reveal. Proceeds from the sales of this
book go to The Big Issue to continue their work dismantling poverty
and promoting social justice. "A truly wonderful book ... a gateway to
intelligent, learned and genuinely inspiring stories, moments and

people ... We would highly recommend it ... It's a fab cause and put
together seamlessly." Magic Radio - October Book Club Pick 'The
answers make for great reading.' Sunday Mirror 'This collection is full
of insightful stories that will make you think about how you live your
own life, and how you want to live it in the future.' Woman's Weekly
Letters to My People Oct 09 2020 Letters to My People is a story of
hope and redemption for those finding themselves lost in addiction.
It's a collection of letters chronicling over time the journey of the
author. His hope is something he wishes to share with the world, so all
might break free from their shackles and break away from the demons
of addiction.
Little Letters of Love May 16 2021 These 75 tiny tear-out letters offer
an easy and delightful way to express love. Folded into adorably small
envelopes and sealed with the enclosed stickers, they're such a
wonderful surprise when slipped into a loved one's pocket, shared with
a Valentine, or bringing good cheer to a close friend.
Letters to My Daughter Oct 01 2022 This keepsake book of twelve
prompted letters offers parents a unique way to send love, support,
and advice to a daughter of any age. Once filled out, sealed, and
postdated, these letters will become a personalized gift that she'll
treasure for years to come.
Spilled Words Jul 26 2019 In Spilled Words, the newest addition to
Cici. B's growing list of raw and profound written works, she delivers a
filterless snapshot of her love, pain, growth and resolve. Her
trademark wittiness seamlessly blends with a familiar approach yet
entirely new format to her writing. It is a story unlike any other in that
it is made up entirely of quotes, but still somehow paints a beautiful
and complete picture. If actions speak louder than words, her latest
piece shows that she not only lives and breathes her words, she bleeds
them, and spills them unapologetically onto the page.
Letters to My Son Nov 21 2021 We all need advice growing up and
facing the big stuff life gives us. We all need the voice of a parent or a
good friend who has lived through joy and suffering and has thought
deeply about it. Kent Nerburn is an extraordinary writer who can be
that voice when we are lost and in need of guidance. Letters to My
Son, written for his son, Nick, but true for all of us, shows us that life
isn't always shared in all its richness with those we meet along the
way. Kent shares with us what he believes, and makes us look at the
hard questions, but never offers easy answers. Like a wise and gentle
friend, he guides us to the truths that emerge when you approach life
openly and honestly.
My First Book of Uppercase Letters May 04 2020 Helps children
who are starting to learn the alphabet grasp the differences between
capital and lower-case letters, providing skill-building worksheets
featuring colorful representative images, traceable capital letters and
write-in spaces. Original.
So Much I Want to Tell You Mar 14 2021 From Internet sensation
Anna Akana comes a candid and poignant collection of essays about
love, loss, and chasing adulthood. In 2007, Anna Akana lost her teen
sister, Kristina, to suicide. In the months that followed, she realized
that the one thing helping her process her grief and begin to heal was
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comedy. So she began making YouTube videos as a form of creative
expression and as a way to connect with others. Ten years later, Anna
has more than a million subscribers who watch her smart, honest
vlogs on her YouTube channel. Her most popular videos, including
“How to Put On Your Face” and “Why Girls Should Ask Guys Out,” are
comical and provocative, but they all share a deeper message: Your
worth is determined by you and you alone. You must learn to love
yourself. In So Much I Want to Tell You, Anna opens up about her own
struggles with poor self-esteem and reveals both the highs and lows of
coming-of-age. She offers fresh, funny, hard-won advice for young
women on everything from self-care to money to sex, and she is
refreshingly straightforward about the realities of dating, female
friendship, and the hustle required to make your dreams come true.
This is Anna’s story, but, as she says, it belongs just as much to
Kristina and to every other girl who must learn that growing up can be
hard to do. Witty and real, Anna breaks things down in a way only a
big sister can. Praise for So Much I Want to Tell You “This book is
filled with the kind of honesty, vulnerability, and determination that
makes Anna such a captivating person. One warning: You’ll want to
hug her a lot while reading this.”—Natalie Tran, actress and comedian
“As a woman working in entertainment, Anna Akana is accustomed to
feeling vulnerable. Which means that she’s used to being brave. This
book is a tribute to the duality of bravery and fear as told through
Anna’s experiences to date.”—Hannah Hart, New York Times
bestselling author of Buffering: Unshared Tales of a Life Fully Loaded
“Frank advice on how to live a productive, happy life . . . written in
tribute to a ‘fearless, talented, and bold’ sister.”—Kirkus Reviews
Letters to My Son Aug 31 2022 This book of twelve prompted letters
invites parents to share memories, love, and words of wisdom with a
son of any age. Once filled out, postdated, and sealed, these letters
will become a truly special keepsake.
Letters to Me, When I Grow Up Jun 16 2021 This kids' version of the
bestselling Letters to My Future Self brings young writers a fun new
way to capture their childhood. Twelve prompted letters bound into a
keepsake book invite kids to share stories, draw, or make lists
reflecting on what they know now, and what they imagine for their
future. When they're grown, this paper time capsule becomes a
cherished—and likely hilarious—look back on who they once were and
who they have become.
Letter To My Daughter Aug 19 2021 A collection of wisdom and life
lessons, from the beloved and bestselling author of I KNOW WHY THE
CAGED BIRD SINGS 'A brilliant writer, a fierce friend and a truly
phenomenal woman' BARACK OBAMA Dedicated to the daughter she
never had but sees all around her, Letter to my Daughter reveals Maya
Angelou's path to living well and living a life with meaning. Told in her
own inimitable style, this book transcends genres and categories: it's
part guidebook, part memoir, part poetry - and pure delight. 'She
moved through the world with unshakeable calm, confidence and a
fierce grace . . . She will always be the rainbow in my clouds' OPRAH
WINFREY 'She was important in so many ways. She launched African
American women writing in the United States. She was generous to a
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fault. She had nineteen talents - used ten. And was a real original.
There is no duplicate' TONI MORRISON
Letters to My Soul Aug 26 2019 Letters to My Soul is a collection of
poetry that invites you to lean into the tender spaces in between your
pain and find the treasure that lies there. The words in the poems will
take you on a journey where you will be asked to confront your
deepest darkest self, reconcile with the person you have been hiding
from and break free from all the confines that has been keeping you
prisoner. In these poems, the poet offers a true reflection of life and
how she has navigated through a variety circumstances by digging
deep and paying attention to the whispers from her soul.
Letters to My Son Nov 09 2020 At once spiritual and practical, Letters
to My Son has been beloved by readers from all walks of life, including
single mothers seeking guidance in raising a son, fathers looking to
share a voice of clarity about life’s most important issues, and young
men wanting an intelligent, sensitive, and streetwise companion on the
journey toward a worthy manhood. In this twentieth anniversary
edition, Kent Nerburn adds to his classic reflections on love, marriage,
travel, money and wealth, tragedy and suffering, spirituality, sex, and
the true meaning of strength, with new chapters on sexual identity and
the difficulty of moving on (from relationships, homes, and stages of
life). Unique in its profound simplicity and timeless insight, Letters to
My Son is a book to savor and a gift to give to anyone looking for clear
and gentle guidance on the big issues in life.
Letters to Open When... Dec 23 2021 Twelve prompted letters offer a
meaningful way for friends, family, and long-distance loves to be there
in spirit when they can't be there in person. The gift-giver fills this
book of letters with pep talks and good cheer, seals each envelope
with a sticker, and gifts this keepsake for future opening. The recipient
gets to break the seals to find the greatest gift: their loved one's
encouraging words whenever they need them the most.
Imagine My Surprise... Jan 30 2020 The essential humour gift book of
the year returns in the anticipated fourth volume of this bestselling
series Ð guaranteed to provoke laughter and amazement. The first
volume of unpublished letters to the Daily Telegraph, Am I Alone in
ThinkingÉ?, not only became a Christmas bestseller but also
established the paperÕs letter-writers as a uniquely waggish,
eccentric and maverick institution. They can be relied
upon,particularly in the letters slightly too pungent or off-the wall to
print, to offer a new and memorable take on the great events of the
day. Now, with the fourth book in the series, Iain Hollingshead collects
together our favourite letterwriters on everything from this summerÕs
Olympics to the QueenÕs Diamond Jubilee, as well as the rather more
obscure concerns voiced by ÔMÕ, the habitual correspondent who
believes himself to be the head of MI5 but writes from an internet cafŽ
in Bristol. Trenchant, choleric and hilariously funny, this will once
again be the humour book of the year.
If You Find This Letter Feb 10 2021 "A ... memoir of love and faith
from Hannah Brencher ... who has dedicated her life to showing total
strangers that they are not alone in the world. Fresh out of college,
Hannah Brencher moved to New York, expecting her life to look like a

scene from Sex and the City. Instead, she found a city full of people
who knew where they were going and what they were doing ... Lonely
and depressed, she noticed a woman who looked like she felt the same
way on the subway. Hannah did something strange--she wrote the
woman a letter. She folded it, scribbled 'If you find this letter, it's for
you...' on the front and left it behind. When she realized that it made
her feel better, she started writing and leaving love notes all over the
city ... [eventually sending 400 handwritten letters as a result of an
Internet post and starting the website The World Needs More Love
Letters]"-Letters to My Daughters Aug 07 2020 ** THE NUMBER ONE
BESTSELLER ** 'Uplifting and magical' Cathy Kelly 'Warm, intelligent
and brilliant' Marian Keyes 'A beautiful book by an exceptional author
- lose yourself in her wonderful writing' Sinead Moriarty Some books
are guaranteed to break your heart - and put it back together again.
Letters to my Daughters is one of those wonderful books. From the
inspirational, beloved Emma Hannigan. Throughout their lives, the
three Brady sisters have always been closer to their nanny May than to
their own mother, Martha a busy midwife. May always thought of them
as her daughters so when she dies suddenly, the sisters are left
devastated -- especially when they learn that letters intended for them
from May with final words of advice and love have gone missing. But
what words of advice could the sisters need? Beatrice, owner of
exclusive wedding boutiques, is busy and fulfilled. Rose has a beautiful
daughter, a luxurious home and a thriving interiors company. And
Jeannie, married to a wealthy plastic surgeon in L.A., wants for
nothing. Except that each of the sisters carries a secret ... As they
gather for the reading of May's will in Dublin, they must face some
life-changing decisions. Will they ever learn the words of advice May
had for them and discover who took the letters? Letters to my
Daughters is the spellbinding story about the complicated bonds
between women - daughters, mothers, sisters - and how love and
happiness comes in many guises.
Letters to My Grandchildren Jan 24 2022 In his most important book
since "The Sacred Balance" and his most personal ever, revered
activist and thinker David Suzuki draws on the experiences and
wisdom he has gained over his long life and offers advice, stories, and
inspiration to his six grandchildren.
Letters to My Sister Jul 18 2021 Give this book of 12 prompted
letters to share love, encouragement, and good cheer with the sister in
your life. When filled out and sealed with the enclosed stickers, this
instant keepsake will be a personalized gift that she'll treasure forever.
Little Letters for Lunch: Keep it Short and Sweet (Lunch Notes for
Kids, Letters to Kids, Lunch Notes Book) Dec 11 2020 An easy way to
brighten someone's lunchtime Small notes will put a smile on the face
of the recipient: These 75 tiny tear-out letters fold into adorably small
envelopes, sealed with enclosed stickers. Tuck into a kid's lunch box or
tape onto a loved one's baggie. Great way to help with early school
jitters and a simple and unexpected way to say, "I love you." Parents
will love adding these small notes to their children's lunches each day
Created by Lea Redmond, the author of the bestselling Letters to My...
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series. Fans of What I Love About You Fill-in-the-Blank Gift Journal,
Read Me When boxes, and Mini Lunch Notes will love adding a short
and sweet note to their child's lunch or loved one's bag. Compact size,
book measures 4½" by 3½" Makes a great gift for parents sending
their kids off to school for the first time
Letters to My Grandchildren Apr 26 2022 “I have chronicled the time
through which I have lived in meticulous detail: but all that is history .
. . What matters now is the future for those who will live through it.”
–former Labour MP, Tony Benn From the Hardcover edition.
Letters to my Fanny Jun 28 2022 How much more fun in life could I
have had if I'd just stopped worrying so much and stopped beating
myself up? In this book, Cherry reveals the things she wishes her
mother had told her, through a series of hilarious anecdotes and
excruciating confessions. Each chapter opens with a letter to a
different body part: 'Letters to my Fanny' covers sex, orgasms and
periods; 'Letters to my Brain' covers education, memory and media;
'Letters to my Tummy' covers crop-tops, pregnancy and sit-ups. This
wonderfully warm, funny and candid book is a collection of hopeful
dispatches from the frontline of girlhood - an impassioned plea to stop
piling pressure on girls and young women and allow them to get on
with their lives without having to mind the thigh gap . . .
Letters from My Baby's First Year Jul 30 2022 More than 2.8
million copies sold in the series! One of Oprah's Favorite Things! This
book of 12 letters lets parents record memories, hopes, and dreams of
their baby's first year. Each month, parents fill out a letter, take a
photo of their baby with the matching milestone card and place it in a
photo frame, and seal with the enclosed stickers, creating a unique
keepsake to treasure forever. - AN EASY AND UNIQUE WAY TO
RECORD MILESTONES: The letter templates, photo frames, and
milestone cards are a novel way to keep track of all the milestones of a
baby's first year, while also creating a priceless heirloom that
generations to come will cherish. Simply fill out a letter, take a photo
of your baby with a milestone card, place it in a photo frame, and seal
with one of the enclosed stickers. - A MEANINGFUL GIFT: Letters
from My Baby's First Year is a unique gift for expecting parents or new
moms and dads, or a great add-on for a baby shower. - OPRAH LOVES
THIS LINE: The Letters to My . . . series was featured on Oprah's list
of Favorite Things. Overall, the series has sold nearly 3 million copies.
- INCLUDES: 12 die-cut photo frames, 12 fold-and-mail envelopes, 12
milestones on cards, full-color sticker sheet
Letters to My Daughter in Heaven Mar 02 2020 Letters to my
Daughter in Heaven Simple and elegant. Blank Lined Journal with
about life, love, funny and sad. saying on the outside. Gift for a
Mothers and Fathers, Parents write memories now and read them
later. This book is the perfect gift for your Familys & Parents, Size
(6x9) inches. Simple and elegant. 110 pages, high quality.Detail :
Perfect for gift giving! Handy travel size of 6 x 9 Inches 110 pages / 55
sheets Printed on high quality Interior: White Paper, Lined Pages
Glossy Cover perfect gift to give from you.
Letters to My Child Jul 06 2020 In Letters to My Child, spiritual
mentor, Bazza, reflects on what he has learned over the course of his
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life through penning a series of letters addressed to his child. He
presents a range of topics, including the nature of God, the Soul,
reincarnation, and how one should conduct meaningful relationships
with others. Throughout his writing, Bazza draws on multiple spiritual
experiences and traditions to inform his views, presenting readers
with an impressive array of approaches to enlightenment.
Letters to My Ex Apr 02 2020 'It feels like I'm on autopilot; I have no
control over anything. The pain of losing you is so crippling that I can
barely hold pieces of myself together. The slightest nudge could break
me. But somehow, my possessed brain knows what I need. It's telling
me to stick to my choice, to stay away from you, to open a Word
document and bleed on paper, try to throw up all my jumbled thoughts
in form of words, collect all disconnected facts, try to make sense of it
all.' From the bestselling author of Like a Love Song and Every Time It
Rains, a story of heartbreak and things left unsaid...
Letters to My Sister Oct 28 2019 Jeanne (JJ) Tucker wants to change
the world, and she's doing it one word of wisdom at a time! In this
inspirational collection of seventy-two letters based on scripture, you'll
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be encouraged to use the powerful promises of God's Word to pursue
healing and breakthrough and get those long-awaited answers to
prayer. Letters to My Sister may have started as correspondence with
a female friend, but its wisdom is for everyone-male or female,
seasoned believer or brand-new Christian. If you haven't been living
for God, that's OK. You'll find instructions to get back on track! And
for devout followers, you might just increase your biblical knowledge
or learn to help others find their own way back to God. The letters
cover a variety of topics, but all are relevant and uplifting. Whether
you want to lean in to the understanding that "You Can Speak Life
over Yourself" or bask in the knowledge that "God Is Able," this book
will help you do it. Learn to seek God's face and rest in his awesome
presence through this homage to the delightful pastime of letter
writing designed to bless others and bring glory to God.
Letters To My Baby In Heaven Jan 12 2021 Letters To My Baby In
Heaven: Grief Journal: Loss Of A Baby, Blank Lined Book You Can
Write In Your grief is raw, hungry and screaming to be let out!
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Journals and diaries can help in the grieving and healing process
whenever your precious little baby has left this world behind. Almost
one in four women will experience pregnancy loss. Whether you have
lost a baby to stillbirth, miscarriage or neonatal demise, this
diary/notebook is meant to help moms and mothers get those feelings,
emotions and thoughts out. When sometimes no words will come,
writing is a great way to express what's deep down inside. This is your
story, your journey, it's uniquely yours! Write it all down in a safe
place. Journaling about the death of your baby is important, whether
it's daily, weekly or monthly. This will allow you to remember your
experiences, your hopes and dreams you had for your loved one. You
will never forget them and they will forever be in your heart and you
miss him or her so much. Spending quality time remembering and
reflecting may make your journaling a place of peace. This will make a
thoughtful gift for that special mom or mother in your life who needs
love and support coping with their loss. Size: 6x9 inches. Cover: soft
matte finish. Interior Style: white, blank lined journal paper. Pages:
120.
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